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Younger Readers
____Abbott, Tony. Crazy Case Of 
Missing Thunder. (040175) Colleen M. 
Madden, il. Friends and fellow sleuths 
Jeff, Brian, Mara, and Kelly investigate 
the disappearance of Thunder the pony. 
7-9 Egmont 2012 K,L,B,Q (AR) $18.59 

____Adler, David A. Young Cam Jansen And 
The Zoo Note Mystery. (044497) Susanna Natti, 
il. Cam helps her friend Eric when he misplaces his 
permission slip to go on the school field trip. 5-8. 
Viking 2013. L,Q (AR RC) $11.52 

____ Barrows, Annie. Ivy And Bean Take The 
Case. (093861) Sophie Blackall, 
il. After watching a movie about a 
detective on the television, Bean 
decides to set up shop as a private 
investigator--and she and Ivy start 
looking for mysteries to solve. 6-10. 
Chronicle 2013. K,M,Q+ (AR) $17.89

____Bunting, Eve. Ballywhinney Girl. (171682) 
Emily Arnold McCully, il. Young Maeve feels a strong 
connection to the mysterious, mummified body of 
a young girl that her grandfather uncovers in an 
Irish bog. 4-8 Clarion 2012 K,L,B,C+,M,Q+,W (AR) 
$19.29 

____Bunting, Eve. Have You Seen 
My New Blue Socks? (171689) 
Sergio Ruzzier, il. The reader is invited 
to help Duck and his animal friends 
find a missing item. 4-8 Clarion 2013 
L,B,C,M+,Q+,W+ $19.29 

____Butler, Dori Hillestad. Buddy Files: The 
Case Of The Lost Boy. (178341) 
Jeremy Tugeau, il.  While searching 
for his lost human family, Buddy the 
dog is adopted by another family 
and helps solve the mystery of their 
missing boy. 6-8 Whitman 2010 
K,L,B,Q,W (AR/RC) $17.89 

____Clements, Andrew. Fear Itself.  (221543) 
Adam Stower, il. Sixth-graders Ben and Jill must 
decipher clues written as maritime riddles to save 
their school from demolition. 7-10 Atheneum 2011 
K,L,B,Q (AR/RC) $17.89 

____Clements, Andrew. We The Children.  
(221622)  Adam Stower, il. Sixth-grader Ben Pratt 
is drawn into an effort to save his seaside school 
from being demolished. 7-10 Atheneum 2010 
K+,L,B,M,Q+,W (AR/RC) $17.89 

____Cronin, Doreen. Chicken Squad. (250510) 
Kevin Cornell, il. When a weird blue chicken comes 
to Chicken Squad headquarters for help, siblings 
Dirt, Sugar, and Sweetie help find her missing 
house. 7-10. Atheneum 2014. K,L,B,M $19.29

____Cronin, Doreen. Trouble With 
Chickens. (250548) Kevin Cornell, 
il. A hard-bitten former search-and-
rescue dog helps solve a complicated 
missing chicken case. 7-11 Harper 2011 
K,L,B,C,M,Q+,W+ (AR/RC) $17.89   

____Fleischman, Paul. Dunderheads Behind 
Bars. (340574) David Roberts, il. The Dunderheads-
-a gang of misfits with unusual talents--come to the 
aid of one of their own when Spider is falsely arrested 
for stealing. 6-10 Candlewick 2012 K,L+,B,M,Q+,W+ 
(AR/RC) $19.29 

____Freeman, Martha. Case Of The 
Rock ‘N’ Roll Dog. (353510) il. Tessa, 7, 
and Cameron, 10, daughters of the first 
female president, try to find the Marine 
Band director’s missing baton. 7-11 
Holiday House 2010 K,L,B,C,Q (AR/RC) 
$19.27 

____Heide, Florence Parry. Mystery At Blue 
Ridge Cemetery. (434308) Sophie Escabasse, 
il. What does the long-deceased Serafina Winslow 
have to do with the disappearance of a valuable 
locket? Leave it to the Spotlight Club to dig up 
the answers! 7-10. Whitman 2013. K,Q+ (AR/RC) 
$17.89 

____Keller, Laurie. Bowling Alley Bandit. 
(512013) il. Arnie the talking doughnut is delighted 
to be Mr. Bing’s new pet “doughnut-dog,” so when 
Mr. Bing starts rolling gutter balls during a big 
bowling tournament, Arnie suspects foul play and 
sets out to solve the mystery. 7-10. Holt 2013. 
K+,L+,Q,W+ (AR/RC) $17.19

____Klassen, J. I Want My Hat 
Back. (523531) A bear almost gives up 
his search for his missing hat until he 
remembers something important. 4-8 
Candlewick 2011 K,L,B,C,M,Q+,W+ 
(AR) $18.59 

____Levinthal, David. Who Pushed Humpty 
Dumpty? (567485) John Nickle, il. Police detective 
Binky investigates the theft of a golden goose, the 
poisoning of Snow White, and other fairy tale crimes. 
4-8 Schwartz & Wade 2012 K,L,B,M,Q+,W (AR) 
$19.99
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____McCall Smith, Alexander. Mystery Of 
Meerkat Hill. (617692) Iain McIntosh, il. Precious, 
a budding detective in Botswana, makes friends with 
a brother and sister who are new students at her 
school. When her new friends’ cow goes missing, she 
decides to help them find it. But getting it back home 
will require quick thinking and help from her friends’ 
pet meerkat. 7-10. Anchor 2013. K,L,B+ $12.75 

____Paris, Harper. Mystery Of The Gold Coin. 
(699479) Marcos Calo, il. Second graders 
Ethan and Ella are sad about moving away 
from their hometown to travel the world 
with their mom, a journalist, and dad, 
who will home school them, but before 
they go they have a mystery to solve. 
7-9. Simon 2014. B (AR/RC) $18.59

____Sharmat, Marjorie Weinman. Nate The 
Great, Where Are You? (808178) Jody Wheeler, il. 
Nate the Great and his dog, Sludge, would like to 
take a break from detective work, but new cases--
cases they do not want--await them. 6-9. Delacorte 
2014. K,L,B (AR) $16.49

Set S35034 _____ 19 Books @ $334.68

Older Readers
____Abdul-Jabbar, Kareem. Sasquatch In 

The Paint. (040180) Eighth-grader 
Theo Rollins’ growth spurt has Coach 
Mandrake trying to transform him into 
a basketball star, but training time is 
hurting the science club’s chances of 
winning the “Aca-lympics,” and being 
accused of stealing could mean Theo is 
off both teams. 8-12. Hyperion 2013. 

K+,L,B,Q,W (AR/RC) $19.29

____Avi. City Of Orphans. (077418) Greg Ruth, 
il. In 1893 New York, newsboy Maks, 13, teams up 
with Willa, a homeless girl, to clear his older sister 
of charges that she stole from the hotel where she 
works. 10-14 Atheneum 2011 K+,L,B+,M,Q+,W+ 
(AR/RC) $19.99  

____Avi. Murder At Midnight. 
(077461) Falsely accused of plotting 
to overthrow King Claudio, Mangus 
the magician, along with his servant 
Fabrizio, face deadly consequences 
unless they can find the real traitor 
by midnight. 8-12 Scholastic 2009 
K,L,B,Q (AR/RC) $19.99 

____Balliett, Blue. Danger Box. (087981)  In 
small-town Michigan, Zoomy, 12, and his friend 
Lorrol investigate a journal and find family secrets 
and treasure, while a dangerous stranger watches 
and waits. 9-12 Scholastic 2010 K,L+,B,C,Q,W (AR/
RC) $19.29 

____Balliett, Blue. Hold Fast. 
(087983) On a cold winter day in 
Chicago, Early’s father disappeared, and 
now she, her mother and her brother 
have been forced to join the ranks of 
the homeless--and it is up to Early to 
hold her family together and solve the 
mystery surrounding her father. 9-12 Scholastic 
2013 K+,L,B+,Q,W (AR/RC) $19.99

____Beil, Michael D. Lantern Sam 
And The Blue Streak Bandits. 
(104998) In 1937, ten-year-old Henry 
Shipley must rely on a talking cat named 
Lantern Sam and a kindly conductor 
named Clarence to help solve the 
kidnapping of a young heiress aboard 
the Lake Erie Shoreliner passenger train. 8-12. Knopf 
2014. K,L,B+ (AR) $18.59

____Berk, Josh. Guy Langman, Crime Scene 
Procrastinator. (113820) Guy, his best friend 
Anoop, and others in the school Forensics Club 
investigate a break-in and possible murder, which 
could be tied to his deceased father’s past. 13-17 
Knopf 2012 K,L,B,C,Q,W (AR) $19.29 

____Blakemore, Megan Frazer. Spy Catchers 
Of Maple Hill. (124366) Hazel Kaplansky and new 
student Samuel Butler investigate rumors that a 
Russian spy has infiltrated their small Vermont town, 
amidst the fervor of Cold War era McCarthyism, but 
more is revealed than they could ever have imagined. 
8-12. Bloomsbury 2014. K,L,B,M,W $19.29

____Bosch, Pseudonymous. Write This Book. 
(136179) Gilbert Ford, il. In this mystery story that 
features interactive puzzles, activities, games, and 
choose-your-own-adventure scenarios, the reader is 
led through the steps of writing a book. 8-12. Little 
2013. K,L,B,Q $19.29

____Broach, Elise. Masterpiece. 
(153909) Kelly Murphy, il. Marvin, a 
beetle, and James, a human, team up 
to find a Durer drawing stolen from the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art. 10-15 Holt 
2008 K,L+,B,M,Q+,W+ (AR/RC) $19.29 

____Broach, Elise. Missing On Superstition 
Mountain. (153908) Antonio Javier Caparo, il.  
When three brothers move with their parents to 
Arizona, they explore Superstition Mountain, in 
spite of warnings that it is not safe. 8-12 Holt 2011 
K,L,B,M,Q+,W+ (AR/RC) $18.59 

____Broach, Elise. Shakespeare’s 
Secret. (153913) A sixth-grader 
named Hero becomes interested in a 
missing diamond, a five-hundred-year-
old necklace, and a mystery from the 
time of Shakespeare. 10-15 Holt 2005 
K+,L,C,Q (AR/RC) $19.27 

____Buckley, Michael. Sisters Grimm: The 
Fairy-Tale Detectives. (166361) Peter Ferguson, 
il.  Orphans Sabrina and Daphne Grimm are sent to 
live with an eccentric grandmother that they have 
always believed to be dead. 8-12 Amulet 2005 
K+,L,C,Q (AR/RC) $18.57 

____Buzbee, Lewis. Haunting Of Charles 
Dickens. (179481) Greg Ruth, il. Meg, 12, looks for 
her missing brother, Orion, in 1862 London, England, 
with the help of author Charles Dickens. 10-14 Feiwel 
and Friends 2010 K,L,B,Q,W (AR/RC) $19.99 

____Cannon, A. E. Chihuahua 
Chase. (185306) Teddy’s chihuahua 
is missing, so he and Addie May try to 
figure out what happened to the dog. 
8-12 Farrar 2010 K,L,B,C,Q (AR/RC) 
$18.59 
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____Chari, Sheela. Vanished. (207552) Neela, 
11, investigates when her beautiful, but cursed, 
veena, an Indian musical instrument, goes missing. 
9-12 Hyperion 2011 K,L,B,C,Q,W (AR/RC) $19.29 

____Clements, Andrew. We The Children. 
(221622) Sixth-grader Ben Pratt is drawn into 
an effort to save his historic school from being 
demolished.  8-11  Atheneum 2010 K+,L,B,M,Q+,W 
(AR/RC) $17.89 

____Corriveau, Art. How I, Nicky 
Flynn, Finally Get A Life (And A 
Dog). (244108) il.   Nicky moves to 
inner-city Boston after his parents’ 
divorce and gets a former guide dog 
that leads to a mystery. 8-12 Amulet 
2010 K,L,B,C,Q,W (AR/RC) $19.27 

____De Los Santos, Marisa. Saving Lucas 
Biggs. (266125) When thirteen-year-old Margaret’s 
father is sentenced to death for a crime he didn’t 
commit, she knows the only way to save him is to 
use the forbidden family power of time travel. 8-12. 
Harper 2014. K+,L+,B,C (AR) $19.29

____D’Lacey, Chris. Dark Inheritance. (281675) 
When Michael Malone saves a dog, he discovers that 
he has paranormal abilities, which bring him to the 
attention of a secret organization, UNICORNE--but 
he plans to use the ability to find out what happened 
to his father, who mysteriously vanished three 
years earlier, and save his new friend, Freya. 8-12. 
Scholastic 2014. K,L,B,C,W (RC) $19.29

____Edgar, Elsbeth. Visconti 
House.  (303222) Laura is an outsider, 
more interested in writing or drawing 
than in other teens, but she is drawn 
to new student Leon as they explore 
the mysteries of her old house. 9-13 
Candlewick 2011 K,L,B,C,Q (AR/RC) 
$19.29 

____Evans, Lissa. Horten’s Miraculous 
Mechanisms. (317068) Ten-year-old 
Stuart is swept up in a Willy Wonka-like 
quest to find his great-uncle, a famous 
magician who literally disappeared off 
the face of the earth. 8-12 Sterling 2012 
K+,L,B,M,Q+,W (AR/RC) $17.87 

____Fitzgerald, Laura Marx. Under The Egg. 
(339553) Her grandfather’s dying words lead 
thirteen-year-old Theodora Tenpenny to a valuable, 
hidden painting she fears may be stolen, but it is 
her search for answers in her Greenwich Village 
neighborhood that brings a real treasure. 8-12. Dial 
2014. K,L,B+,C,M,W (AR) $19.29

____Gardner, Sally. Operation 
Bunny. (366747) David Roberts, il. At 
the age of nine, Emily Vole, a foundling 
raised to be housemaid and nanny for 
a wealthy couple, inherits a shop and 
discovers a magical world where, with the 
help of Fidget the talking cat, she must 
try to save fairies being targeted by a terrible witch. 
8-12. Holt 2014. K+,L,B,M,W+ (AR/RC) $16.49

____Gibbs, Stuart. Belly Up. (376508)  Twelve-
year-old Teddy investigates when a popular Texas 
zoo’s star attraction--Henry the hippopotamus--is 
murdered. 8-12 Simon 2010 K,L,B,C,Q (AR/RC) 
$18.59 

____Grisham, John. Theodore 
Boone: Kid Lawyer. (403962) 
Thirteen-year-old Theodore knows 
more about the law than most lawyers 
do. So when a high profile murder trial 
comes to his small town, it’s up to this 
amateur attorney to save the day. 
8-12 Dutton 2010 L,B,M,Q+,W (AR/
RC) $19.29 

____Hahn, Mary Downing. Mister Death’s Blue-
Eyed Girls. (410608) Narrated from 
several different perspectives, the story 
of the 1956 murder of two teenaged girls 
in suburban Baltimore, Maryland. 12-16 
Clarion 2012 K+,L,B,C,M,Q+ (AR/RC) 
$19.29 

____Horvath, Polly. Mr. And Mrs. Bunny – 
Detectives Extraordinaire! (464466) 
Sophie Blackall, il. Madeline’s hippy 
parents have been kidnapped by foxes 
so she hires two rabbit detectives to 
find them. 8-12 Schwartz & Wade 2012 
K,L,B+,C,M+,Q+,W+ (AR/RC) $19.29  

 

____Kittscher, Kristan. Wig In The Window. 
(521598) When their game of neighborhood spying 
takes a dark turn one night, pre-teen sleuths Sophie 
Young and Grace Yang find themselves caught in a 
dangerous cat-and-mouse game with their bizarre 
guidance counselor, who may be hiding something 
sinister. 8-12. Harper 2013. K,L+,B,Q (AR) $19.29

 

____Klise, Kate. Dying To Meet You.  (524630) 
M. Sarah Klise, il. Children’s book 
author, I. B. Grumply, gets more 
than he bargained for when he rents 
a quiet place to write for the summer. 
8-12 Houghton 2009 K,L,B,C,M,Q+ 
(AR/RC) $18.59 

____Lane, Andrew. Death Cloud.  (540862) 
In 1868, with his army officer father in India, and 
his mother "unwell," Sherlock Holmes, 14, stays 
with his eccentric uncle and aunt and faces his first 
murder and a diabolical villain. 12-16 Farrar 2011 
K,L+,B,M,Q+,W (AR/RC) $19.29 

____Lane, Andy. Rebel Fire. (541051) In 1868, 
teenaged Sherlock Holmes discovers his American 
tutor is hunting a killer who was thought to be dead, 
but who is alive and well in Surrey, England. 12-16 
Farrar 2011 K,L,B,M,Q (AR/RC)  $19.29 

____Lawrence, Caroline. P.K. Pinkerton And 
The Petrified Man. (550815) After 
escaping ruthless desperados, master-
of-disguise P.K. Pinkerton has set up 
a Private Eye business in Virginia City 
and is ready when a young maid named 
Martha approaches him for help in 
escaping a killer. 8-12 Putnam 2013 
K+,L,B+,M,Q+ (AR/RC) $19.29
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____Renner, Ellen. Castle Of 
Shadows.  (746656) Wilson Swain, 
il. A feisty eleven-year-old princess 
embarks on a dangerous mission to find 
her missing mother, uncovering dark 
secrets in her kingdom. 9-12 Houghton 
2012 K,L+,B,C,Q (AR/RC) $18.59 

____Rosoff, Meg. Picture Me Gone. (765496) 
Twelve-year-old Mila travels with her 
father to upstate New York to visit friends 
and family, who may lead them to clues 
to the whereabouts of her father’s best 
friend, who has gone missing. 12-16. 
Putnam 2013. L+,B+,C+,Q+ (AR/RC) 
$19.99

____Savage, J. Scott. Zombie Kid. (779979) 
Three monster-obsessed boys solve fiendishly funny 
mysteries in their creepy hometown. 8-12 Harper 
2013 K+,L,B,Q,W (AR/RC) $17.89

____Selznick, Brian. Invention Of Hugo 
Cabret: A Novel In Words And 
Pictures. (799215) il. When twelve-
year-old Hugo, an orphan in 1931, 
meets a mysterious toyseller and his 
goddaughter his undercover life and 
his biggest secret are in danger. 9-12 
Scholastic 2007 K+,L+,B,C+,M+,Q+ 
(AR/RC) $24.89 

____Senzai, N.H. Saving Kabul 
Corner. (800228) Twelve-year-old 
Ariana, a tomboy, and her ladylike 
cousin Laila, who recently arrived 
from Afghanistan, do not get along 
but they pull together when a rival 
Afghani grocery store opens, rekindling 
an old family feud and threatening their family’s 
livelihood. 8-12. Simon 2014. K,L,B,C,M,W (AR/
RC) $19.29

____Sepetys, Ruta.  Out Of The Easy. (800246) 
Josie, the seventeen-year-old daughter of a French 
Quarter prostitute, is striving to escape 1950 New 
Orleans and enroll at prestigious Smith College when 
she becomes entangled in a murder investigation. 
14-18 Philomel 2013 K+,L+,B,M,Q+,W+ (AR/RC) 
$19.99 

____Snicket, Lemony. Who Could That Be At 
This Hour? (832081) Seth, il. Thirteen-
year-old Lemony Snicket begins his 
apprenticeship with S. Theodora 
Markson of the secretive V.F.D. and 
helps investigate the theft of a statue. 
9-13 Little 2012 K+,L,B,C,M,Q+,W+ 
(AR/RC) $18.59 

____Snicket, Lemony. “When Did You See 
Her Last?” (832082) Seth, il. Young 
apprentice Lemony Snicket has a 
new case to solve when he and his 
chaperone are hired to find a missing 
girl. 9-13. Little 2013. K,L,B,M,Q+ 
(AR/RC) $18.60

____Mass,Wendy. Candymakers. (611488) 
When four 12-year-olds compete in 
the Confectionary Association’s annual 
contest, they become friends and 
uncover secrets about each other. 
8-12 Little 2010 K,L,B,C,M,Q+ (AR/RC) 
$19.29  

____Miller, Ashley Edward. Colin 
Fischer. (644612) A boy with autism 
teams up with the high school bully to 
get to the bottom of a cafeteria crime. 
12-16 Razorbill 2012 K,L,B,M,Q+,W 
(AR/RC) $19.99

____Moriarty, Chris. Watcher In The Shadows. 
(659210) Mark Geyer, il. In early twentieth-century 
New York, as thirteen-year-old Sacha Kessler, the 
Inquisitor’s apprentice, faces enemies old and new 
that threaten him and his family, he changes his 
mind about learning magic. 9-12. Houghton 2013. 
K+,L,B+,Q (AR/RC) $19.29

____Moriarty, Jaclyn. Corner Of White. (659194) 
Fourteen-year-old Madeleine of Cambridge, England, 
struggling to cope with poverty and her mother’s 
illness, and fifteen-year-old Elliot of the Kingdom of 
Cello in a parallel world where colors are villainous 
and his father is missing, begin exchanging notes 
through a crack between their worlds and find they 
can be of great help to each other. 12-16. Scholastic 
2013. L+,B,C+,Q+ (AR/RC) $19.99

____Moriarty, Jaclyn. Cracks In The 
Kingdom. (659196) Hoping to bring 
back her father and the other missing 
royals of Cello, Princess Ko gathers 
a group of teens, each with a special 
ability, including Elliot, whose forbidden 
communications with Madeleine may be 
the key to traveling across worlds. 12-
16. Scholastic 2014. K+,L+,B,C,M+ (RC) $19.99

____Mulligan, Andy. Trash. (663582)  Raphael 
and Gardeo, both 14, with a younger 
boy, Rat, investigate the origins of a bag 
Raphael finds when sorting through trash 
in a third-world country’s dump. 14-18 
David Fickling 2010 L+,B,Q+,W+ (AR/
RC) $19.29 

____O’Connor, Sheila. Sparrow Road. (685771) 
Twelve-year-old Raine spends the summer at a 
mysterious artists colony and discovers a secret 
about her past. 10-14 Putnam 2011 K+,L,B+,C,Q 
(AR/RC) $19.29 

____Odyssey, Shawn Thomas. Wizard Of Dark 
Street. (686155) In 1877, just after Oona, 12, gives 
up her apprenticeship to her uncle, the Wizard, and 
becomes a detective, he is stabbed, testing her skills. 
8-12 Egmont 2011 L,B,C,Q,W (AR/RC) $19.29 

____Petrucha, Stefan. Ripper. (710440)  Adopted 
by famous Detective Hawking in 1895 
New York, Carver, 14, hopes to find his 
birth father, but becomes involved in 
the pursuit of Jack the Ripper. 12-16 
Philomel 2012 K,L,B,C,M,Q+,W (AR/
RC) $19.99 
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____Snicket, Lemony. File Under: 
13 Suspicious Incidents. (832083) 
Seth, il. Called upon to investigate 
thirteen suspicious incidents in Stain’d-
by-the-Sea, young Lemony Snicket 
collects clues, questions witnesses, 
and cracks every case. 8-12. Little 
2014. K+,L,M (AR) $15.80

____Spencer, Octavia. Case Of The Time-
Capsule Bandit. (838191) Vivienne 
To, il. Twelve-year-old Randi, unhappy 
about moving from Brooklyn to Deer 
Creek, Tennessee, after her mother’s 
death, soon finds new friends and a 
case to solve surrounding a stolen time 
capsule and rumors of a centuries-
old treasure. 8-12. Simon 2013. 

K,L,B,C,W(AR/RC) $19.29

____St. Antoine, Sara. Three Bird 
Summer. (842175) An introspective 
boy and an adventurous girl uncover 
a poignant family mystery during a 
summer on the shores of Three Bird 
Lake. 10-14. Candlewick 2014. K,L,B 
$19.29

____Stanley, Diane. Mysterious Case Of The 
Allbright Academy. (844164) Eighth-grader 
Franny and her friends investigate why most of 
the students at their exclusive boarding school are 
brilliant, beautiful, and perfectly behaved. 8-12 
Harper 2008 L,B,C,Q (AR/RC) $19.29 

____Stewart, Trenton Lee. Extraordinary 
Education Of Nicholas Benedict. 
(854362) Diana Sudyka, il. Nicholas 
is sent to a new orphanage full of 
vicious bullies, selfish adults, strange 
circumstances, & a mystery that 
could change his life. 8-12 Little 2012 
K,L,B+,M (AR/RC) $19.99  

____Turnage, Sheila. Ghosts Of Tupelo 
Landing. (893846) When Miss Lana accidentally 
buys a haunted inn at the Tupelo Landing town 
auction, Desperado Detectives--aka Mo LoBeau and 
her best friend Dale--open up a paranormal division 
to solve the ghost's identity before the town's big 
250th anniversary bash. 10-14. Penguin 2014. 
K+,L+,B+,C+,M,W+ (AR/RC) $19.29

____Turnage, Sheila. Three Times Lucky. 
(893852) Mo, 11, and her best friend Dale turn 
detective when the amnesiac Colonel and his cook, 
Miss Lana, are implicated in a murder. 10-14 Dial 
2012 K+,L,B+,C,M,Q+,W+ (AR/RC) $19.29 

____Wells, Marcia. Eddie Red Undercover: 
Mystery On Museum Mile. (933259) 
Marcos Calo, il. Sixth grader Edmund 
Xavier Lonnrot, codename "Eddie 
Red," has a photographic memory 
and talent for drawing anything he 
sees. When the NYPD is stumped by a 
mastermind art thief, Eddie becomes 
their secret weapon to solve the case. 
9-12. Houghton 2014. K,L,B (AR) 
$19.29

____White, Ruth. Way Down Deep. (940870)  
In the West Virginia town of Way 
Down Deep in the 1950s, a foundling 
called Ruby June is living with Miss 
Arbutus at the local boardinghouse 
when the mystery of Ruby’s past 
begins to unravel. 10-14 Farrar 2007 
K+,L,B+,C,M,Q+ (AR/RC) $18.60  

 

____Ylvisaker, Anne. Luck Of The Buttons. 
(973175) In Iowa, Tugs vows to change 
her family’s luck with a Brownie camera 
and a small-town mystery that only 
she can solve. 8-12 Candlewick 2011 
K,L,B,C,M,Q+,W (AR/RC) $18.59   
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  ________________________________   ___________________________________   
  ________________________________   ___________________________________   
  ________________________________   ___________________________________
Signature ________________________________ Title  ___________________________________
Phone #  ________________________________ Fax #  ___________________________________
email  ________________________________

------------- Ordering Method  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

     5 P. O. # _____________________  Date  _____/_____/_____     Do not exceed $____________
     5 Reserve titles, await confirmation 
     5 Firm order, no purchase order required

------------- Processing Services  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

     5 No processing services or MARC records
     5 MARC records only
     5 Free processing package  or      5 Use processing on file
 5 Use bar code range on file
 5 Starting bar code number  ________________________________________
 5 Check if bar code number requested is lower than previous number because you are filling in gaps.
 5 Contact me. My automated system has been upgraded or changed since my last order.
     5 Order Accelerated Reader® Quizzes for all Accelerated Reader® titles or for titles indicated. 
           AR Quiz Media:  5 Download  5 CD-ROM  5 Accelerated Reader Desktop Serial #_____________
        (Renaissance Learning™ requires any order of 19 quizzes or fewer be delivered via download only.  A $10.00 shipping charge per shipment is applied to all quizzes ordered on CD-ROM.)

 (Quizzes created after July 1, 2012 available for Enterprise users only.)

------------- Payment Method  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

     5 Send invoice         5 Check enclosed               5 Credit card
For security purposes: Do not disclose card information. We will contact you by telephone to acquire this information.

------------- Shipping  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Free shipping  (Allow extra time for new Spring and Fall titles.)

     5 Standard (Ship immediately, continue to ship as available. Backorders are canceled 60 days from the date the order is received.)

       or
     5 Special handling        Number of shipments  _____    Date order must be completed  _____/_____/_____

      No shipments between these dates  _____/_____/_____  to  _____/_____/_____     (summer, holidays, etc.)

5 Send a Replacement Catalog

(Prices subject to change)
Fall 2014

Phone 800-637-6586 
Fax 800-747-2872

email btsb@btsb.com
Also available at www.btsb.com


